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USA Agility European Junior World Championship 2013 
 

Claire O’Neil & Ch  Windrift’s Right On The Money, aka Ama 
 

Chapter 3

Claire and Ama’s trip to the 
EOJ 2013 Agility Trial 

in Switzerland 
in their own words

We left July 6th from SFO. 
About 15 minutes before we 
were exiting the SFO off ramp 
to leave on Lufthansa, the ill 
fated Singapore flight crashed. 
Emergency vehicles were trying to 
get off the freeway at the same 
time we were. We thought it was 
a car crash but turned on the radio 
and found out otherwise! This 
delayed our flight about six hours.

 We flew to Frankfort and 
then changed planes and 
terminals. About two hours later 
we arrived in Geneva. Fortunately 
the trains come right in to the 
airport and we were able to 
easily find our train bound for 
Montreux. 

We then boarded a local bus 
for a short ride to Villeneuve 
where our hotel was. All three 
cities are located along beautiful 
Lake Geneva.
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Villeneuve
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We were very tired by then but 
also hungry so we put our luggage 
in our room and headed across the 
street to a wonderful restaurant 
that was still open. We were told 
about a local dish called Fillets de 
Perche with pommes frites. Great 
recommendation! I had mine with 
an orange sauce since we were 
in the French part of Switzerland 
and Claire had her’s plain. Both 
were excellent! ! Then we went 
for a short walk along the lake and 
headed back for a good night’s 
sleep.

It was easy to wake up early 
the next morning due to the time 
difference. I love early mornings 
in new places. I woke up first 
and took Ama out for a walk. I 
discovered the old town that is 
currently being renovated. It was a 
quaint and well preserved medieval 
town. The backdrop was shear 
granite walls of the surrounding 
mountains. To the front of the tiny 
town was an incredible lake view. 
I went back to awaken Claire. She 
came to see what I had found and 
we had fun taking lots of pictures 
and smelling the freshly baking 
bread coming from the shops that 
were finally opening. We had a 
traditional modern Swiss breakfast 
at our darling hotel. We learned to 
make our own soft boiled eggs in 
their unique electric boiling system. 
We placed our egg of choice into 
a stainless steel basket and hooked 
each one over the side. Then we 
chose a sand timer of a particular 
size that would yield a 1-6 min egg 
depending. We took our timers 
back to our table after fixing a 
plate of cheeses, meats, fruit and 
fresh baked bread and waited until 

our eggs were done. It was lots of fun 
actually! Claire and I fell in love with 
air dried beef, something we had also 
been advised to try. It is kind of like a 
translucent beef jerky only less salty 
and a little softer. It sounds weird but 
was really good. Fresh squeezed orange 
juice and great coffee completed a 
perfect way to start our day! We always 
eat a big breakfast if it is included in 
our room to keep food costs down. We 
have had great luck with this! In the af-
ternoon we try to find something sweet 
and then go out for dinner.

After our early morning adventure 
we headed out along the beautiful mile 
and a half walk to Chateau de Chillion.
The castle was  first built in about 1160 
and was made famous by poet Lord 
Byron who wrote The Prisoner of Chil-
lon(1816). He also carved his name on 
a post  in the dungeon. Claire realized 
that her best friends explorer was once 
a prisoner here and had fun texting her 
about it! 

The only bad thing about it was 
having to lock Ama up in the “dog 
box”. We had to put two Swiss 
franks into a slot which released 
the key. When we returned to get 
her and put in the key, it released 
our money. We could see her 
from many points in the castle so 
we knew she was safe and in the 
shade.  

This is probably one of the 
best preserved midlevel castles 
in Europe and was so fun and 
interesting. I’m not a huge 
museum fan but this really 
provided a glimpse into how 
people lived then.
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Chateau de Chillion
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We were a little tired after Chil-
lon so we picked up a free local 
bus for a short ride into Montreux. I  
intended to buy tickets to a concert 
since our dates corresponded to 
the famous Montreux Jazz Festival. 
I was wary since last year we went 
to a Mozart concert our first night 
in Vienna, and we both fell asleep 
half way through! I found out that 
most of the music started in the 
late afternoon and went on until 
2am!I had been told that many 
of the artists play during the day 
along the lake at various stages. 
We weren’t lucky enough to catch 
any of the acts but we enjoyed 
the festival set up and food stand 
set up with various different food 
from countries that were newer to 
us. Claire settled on a pizza, what 
a surprise! I tried a small bowl of 
African rice and veggies that was 
tasty. We spent about four hours 
exploring the town, lakeside and 
festival before catching our train to 
Lauterbrunnen.

Montreux
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More Montreux
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`We arrived in Lauterbrun-
nen in the early evening after 
a gorgeous train ride through 
Interlaken into the Bernese Alps.
This is a magical town at the foot 
of the three tallest mountains in 
Switzerland, the Eiger(13,020ft), 
Jungfrau(13,642ft) and 
Monch(13,474ft). I had been here 
many years before and always 
dreamed of coming again. My 
pictures do not do it justice. We 
tried a traditional Swiss fondue 
for dinner. It was perfect for the 
cooler temperatures and great fuel 
for the next day of hiking

Lauterbrunnen
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Hike from Murren to Gimmelwald

We had a big breakfast at our 
hotel and headed off for a hike. 
The weather report seemed good, 
yay! After looking at the straight 
up sides to the valley we were in 
we opted to ride the Gondola up 
to the first stop and walk until we 
were tired. 

I’m not sure where we got off 
as it had no name. Most people 
took a cute little train further up 
the mountain that ended in Mur-
ren. We walked through the tiny 
village of Winteregg. The only thing 
there was a restaurant that was 
actually quite large. We were thirsty 
so we stopped for a cold drink and 
to rest a bit as it was an uphill climb 
of about 45 minutes to get here. 
One thing we discovered was the 
Swiss sense of how long and how 
far things were was not anywhere 
the same as ours! We were told it 
was about 15 minutes to Murren 
from the first stop.

Claire and I are in pretty good shape 
and walk at a good pace so we were 
thinking the Swiss were super hu-
man at this point. We would not have 
missed this part of the hike though as 
we walked through cow pastures and 
were lucky enough to see some up 
close. The music of the cow bells that 
each one wore attached to a leather 
collar sounds like a chorus of perfectly 
tuned wind chimes! I took a short video 
of them to forever capture the lovely 
sound! I had fun sharing with my mom 

later since she has a collection of 
cow and goat bells from some 
ancestry of ours. 

The town of Murren was cute. 
Every village above the valley floor 
of Lauterbrunnen on that side was 
carless. It is remarkable that at 
regular intervals trash receptacles 
are available. Workers hike the tri-
als to empty and clean, as in scrub 
clean! They were spotless and 
odorless.We saw them scrubbing 
a trash can at a train station and 
were told they wash them once 
a day!  We saw no litter on the 
ground anywhere in Switzerland 
except a tiny bit in Geneva. It was 
rare to see graffiti as well. One of 
the few places we came across 
some we took a picture. The Swiss 
seem to have such pride in their 
property. The houses weren’t huge 
for the most part but each was 
kept as tidy as could be. Most had 
flower gardens and were decorated 
on the outside on the walls facing 
the hiking trial with something. I 
took many pictures of the variety 
of decorations. One of our favorite 
was a bunny yard. The bunnies 
even had a miniature chalet and a 
little obstacle course to exercise in!
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Another had a tree that the 
lady knitted a cover for the trunk. 
She sold beautiful knitted items 
out of her home. I was fortunate 
to find a woolen headband/ear 
warmer that fit to bring home 
to Caitlyn who now attends 
Macalester College in St. Paul, 
Minn. She just called me to say it 
was cold enough to wear it at a 
football game! 

Around every corner were amazingly 
beautiful snow capped mountain peaks, 
streams, waterfalls and  tiny alpine 
flowers including Eidelwise!



Even though we hiked for hours 
we never tired of the natural 
beauty. We found a little hotel 
that was serving lunch. The salad 
was made fresh from their garden. 
It was the best salad I have ever 
tasted. I didn’t even add any 
dressing! We kept walking down 
the mountainside and eventually 
ended up at a gondola station 
with a sharp drop off to the valley 
floor. I had no idea where we had 
ended up but I promised Claire 
that we would find some sort of 
transportation besides our feet to 
take us back to our hotel. She and 
Ama had been goofing around and 
probably had covered 1/3 more 
ground than I had. Thankfully there 
was a bus at the bottom that took 
us across the valley to where we 
started. I checked the weather 
report and it appeared a storm 
was moving in to the area. We 
were hoping to stay another day 
and hike in the mountains above 
other side of the valley. Instead we 
went to plan B, head for the Italian 
section of Switzerland, found a 
hotel in Lake Lugano, checked 
the train schedule, ate dinner and 
crashed!
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LAKE LUGANO

Claire and I woke up extra early 
for our last big breakfast in Lauter-
brunnen. We had an early train to 
catch bound for sunny Lake Lugano 
located in the Swiss Italian  alps. 

Our hotel clerk was so helpful 
last night arranging for a reason-
ably priced hotel there and printing 
train schedules. Good thing we had 
decided to leave as the big storm 
clouds promised by my iPhone 
gathered overhead. Technology can 
be great sometimes!

We walked a few feet outside our 
hotel restaurant to the train station 
and jumped on our train. The Swiss 
make travel so easy! 

A few hours and two train 
switches later we arrived. Our hotel 
was a Swiss short walk from the 
train station, about 10 minutes. 
It was worth the walk as it was a 
boutique type hotel complete with 
a super friendly and helpful guy 
working the desk. Luigi checked us 
in, carried our bags to the elevator, 
found a dog treat for Ama, gave us 
his family’s favorite off the beaten 
path local Italian restaurant for 
dinner and a quick overview of what 
to see in one day in his beautiful 
city. Wow! I want to go back just 
to visit him! That kind of service 
is sadly lacking in our part of the 
country!! Our room even had a 
balcony to sit on and enjoy the tiny 
bit of lake view. The double French 
windows opened up for fresh air 
and a bit of breeze. I wanted to get 
a bottle of wine and not move but 
the explorer in me could not stand 
to waste one minute sitting. 

Claire and I changed into some 
warm weather clothes, filled water 
bottles and grabbed Ama’s day 
pack!

We headed down the short walk 
to the lake front and proceeded to 
just walk towards the city central. 
Along the way we discovered 
a fresh squeezed orange juice 
machine! It cut a fresh orange in 
half and squeezed it into a cup for 

about 1.50. It was great! We checked 
out these crazy big blue snail sculptures 
that looked out over the lake. They 
appeared temporary and might have had 
something to do with the music festival 
going on. We explored the old town 
building and tried to find this church 
we were told about. No luck so we ate 
gelato instead! We then headed out to a 
small fishing village just past the city. We 
followed the lake path as told but never 
seemed to get on the correct dirt path to 
get there. It was pretty hot and getting 
more and more humid so we walked up 
to the nearest street in hopes of finding 
a bus headed that way. We had been 
walking for about three hours, enjoying 
the lake view and taking pictures but we 
wanted to find this darn village! On the 
half mile walk back uphill to the street, 
storm clouds rolled in across the lake and 
it started pouring! Of course we weren’t 
prepared so we caught the bus going 
back to our hotel. Again the hotel staff 
was so helpful, giving us towels to dry 
Ama and both of us off! We decided 
that a shower and short rest before 
dinner was in order. 

Ama was happy to hang out on 
our balcony after her dinner while we 
walked about a half mile to our restau-
rant. It was up a hill which afforded a 
nice view of the lake. Apparently Luigi 
had told them to expect us at some 
point. It was run by a lovely local family 
and had amazing Italian food! Claire 
of course had cheese pizza but ate 
quite a bit of my risotto with a local 
shrimp cousin. It was kind of like a cross 
between a shrimp and lobster. So good! 
I have found the best way to introduce 
my children to  new foods is let them 
try off my plate. The only bad thing is 
when I end up with mostly cheese pizza! 
Of course no Italian meal is complete 
without espresso for me, Rivella for 
Claire and tiramisu. Even the lady fingers 
were freshly baked. Again Claire and I 
found ourselves longing for more time. 
This night, however, Claire was getting 
anxious to compete. Agility was calling!

Luigi was working again in the morn-
ing. We ate some yummy food plus he 
packed us some to take and called a taxi. 
Swiss trains don’t wait and Beatrix would 

COMPETITION DAY

Friday we were greeted at the 
Wichtrach train station by Beatrix.

Claire and I were befriended 
by Beatrix Helstern, the Swiss JEO 
coordinator via the internet. She 
was amazing to say the least! 
She knew we were the only US 
competitors who ended up making 
the trip, our coach turned over her 
hat to me and we had a very furry 
dog with no affordable way to bring 
proper trial equipment.

There was no shade at this site at 
all. Beatrix arranged for us to camp 
inside an upstairs office on site. She 
supplied air mattresses, sleeping 
bags, pillows, towels and a ride to 
and from the train station! It was 
still warm and humid and only one 
window would open part way for 
a little breeze but it was heaven 
compared to the outside tent village 
campsite.

Most people drove motorhomes 
set up for trialing on the road, but 
a few straight up tent camped! I 
guess it normally is cooler. We seem 
to bring heat wherever we travel! 
During the day many people crated 
their dogs inside this building which 
was somewhat cooler than outside. 

Claire and I were also adopted by 
Team Spain for the Team Day. Carles 
Fortuny, their coach was very kind 
and helpful. He placed Claire and 
Ama on their small/medium team 
with his own daughter, Nuria and 
one other young lady. The three 
girls had fun trying to get to know 
each other through a rather large 
language barrier. 

Carles helped me stay connected 
to the coaches and people 
organizing the leaders information 
meetings. He introduced me to 
many of them, especially those who 
spoke good English. 

Carles also ran our combined 
team practice on Friday and added 

be waiting at the Wichtrach station at 
11:00 am. 

Off we sped in that crazy taxi!
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some good coaching tips for Claire. 
We ended up spending most of our 

time with the German team. Most of 
their kids and all of the adults spoke 
English well enough  to enjoy some 

good conversation. They were incredibly 
supportive, sharing a huge tent canopy 
at ringside, coaching advice and food! 
Claire found her friend Luca and his 
sheltie from last year and was able to 
give him a t-shirt this year. She made 
a good friend of Johanna in spite of 
some language issues. Johanna was 
determined to try her English out on 
Claire as much as possible. She was 
embarrassed at first but soon the two 
of them were giggling and Claire was 
trying some German as well. They had a 
fun time at the river as well. Again, “Just 
a five minute walk down the road” was 
over 20 minutes at a fast walk in heat 
and humidity! Ama stayed behind with 
me. 

We were up early for individual com-
petition day, Saturday. Claire was smiling 
and Ama was bouncing around barking 
like crazy! She can feel Claire’s intensity 
and thrives on it. Ama changed modes 
and had eyes only for Claire. We had a 
while to wait for their jumpers run. It 
was scheduled for about 10:15 a.m. so 
we settled in to watch our friends and 
fellow competitors, cheering on our new 
friends!

Claire and Johanna walked their 
course together as they were in the same 
age and height division. Johanna has a 
darling sheltie. 

Claire ran first. They had a beautiful 
fast and clean run, yay!!! She returned 
to watch Johanna and Luca run. Both 
fast as well but Lucas dog dropped a bar. 
Many others were successful and it was 
fun watching the European handling 
style. It was a long wait until the results 
were in but worth it. Going into Agility 
Claire and Ama were 4th! Frustratingly 
0.04 second away from third and a 
trophy on the podium but in great stand-
ings for the combined overall score. Last 
year they placed 22nd in jumpers due 
to one knocked bar. Johanna was just 
behind in 6th place.

About 2:00 p.m. they finally walked 
Agility. It was hot and humid, over 80° 

with similar humidity. It felt like a sauna! 
Claire was ready and brought Ama back 
to life! They had a blistering fast run 
that was perfect. If it were here it would 
have been clean. In Europe the dog walk 
contact is a few inches shorter so they 
incurred five faults. If it had been clean 
they would have been third overall. This 
course presented many challenges which 
made Claire so proud that that was the 
only error!

So for the second year in a row they 
had the privilege of being JEO Top Ten 
Junior Handler . This time moving up to 
eighth!

JEO DAY ONE
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Sunday morning team day started earlier to try to avoid some heat. 
Claire and Ama had another clean and fast jumpers run as did 
her two teammates from Spain! They had a Poodle, Sheltie and 
Keeshond team!
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The day wasn’t getting any cooler and 
the Junior division teens were working 
hard to keep dogs cool while warming 
them up. One teen boy with a handsome 
Belgium Tervuren was working his dog 
extra hard over the practice jump. Later 
this Italian boy’s dog collapsed inside a 
tunnel during their run. He was moved 
to makeshift shade on a stretcher where 
CPR was started. I came upon the scene 
as the dog was placed under a held 
blanket in about two feet of shade from 
the side of a building. He was twitching 
but then stopped. Chest compressions 
were not looking effective so I yelled 
adrenaline? Anyone? And stepped in to 
do more vigorous compressions while 
the Italian team looked on, crying. Some-
one finally found an epi pen which we 
used and the vet finally arrived only to 
pronounce the dog dead. It was so sad 
and very traumatizing to me and every-
one there. I personally believe the dog 
suffered heat stroke after researching it 
later. Some thought his neck broke when 
entering the tunnel. It was tragic and 
heart breaking nonetheless. 

A meeting was held after the team 
leaders were briefed and asked to dis-
cuss options with their kids.  About an 
hour latter it was decided that a no tun-
nel course would be made by that judge 
for the big dogs only and the event 
would resume. All the kids who had run 
the other course would run this one as 
well for scores. The Italian team wanted 
this and most of their kids participated. 

Fortunately most of the younger com-
petitors were at the river cooling off as 
they were done for the day . Being told 
and seeing are definitely different. They 
were all so sad but not like those of us 
who witnessed the event.
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Agility was another story. Team 
Agility was very naughty on the dog 
walk, leaping higher off this time 
but otherwise really fast and clean. 
Nuria’s poodle decided the A Frame 
was a fly zone and the sheltie took 
a wrong course earning an E. Nuria 
and Claire’s scores were combined 
and they came in a respectable 22 
out of over 100 teams. The girls 
were a little disappointed as they 
wanted to make it a winning team. 
In my humble opinion they pushed 
their dogs super hard and took the 
chance. That’s ok to me, they were 
awesome! 

And Claire’s friends Lucas and 
Johanna along with one other all 
went clean for a third place finish. 
Claire and I clapped and hollered the 
loudest for a job well done by our 
friends!

CLOSING CEREMONY
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About noon, we boarded our 
train for the hour long ride to 
Geneva. We had a fun day exploring 
the lake, Old Town and the United 
Nations even though it was closed! 
After a nice dinner we passed out. 
We were ready to go home in the 
morning!

Homeward Bound
As we boarded our long flight 

home I smiled at Claire and 
squeezed her hand. “Next year?”. 

She laughed and said “I know, 

right? So darn close!!”. That’s my 
girl!

That night we had a fun farewell 
feast with the Germans, Spanish and 
a few from other countries. I guess it 
is a tradition for the campers to bring 
whatever food they have left over and 
have a pot luck of sorts. Combined with 
lots of beer it was a fun time for all that 
lasted well into the night.

LAST DAY, GENEVA BOUND 
The next morning we said a tearful 
good bye to the Germans, Spanish and 
also our special Russian and Finnish 
friends too. 

Beatrix took us for a beautiful drive 
around the town and local countryside 
so we could get a feeling for the 
Wichtrach area. We had intended on 
spending more time getting to know 
her and the surrounding area but after 
the Italian dog passed away Beatrix was 
overwhelmed with reports and visits 
from local authorities. She felt so bad 
but it was understandable.

We agreed we should meet up again 
in 2014 near Milan for the next Junior 
European Open Championship!

Next Stop
Milan, Italy!


